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While this volume is based on an earlier
work, An Anatomy of Speech Notions
(1976), the overall orientation of the
present volume is distinctive enough to
make it a new work. The former volume
was essentially a half-way house to
discourse. While including a chapter on
discourse struc ture, it was not as a whole
explicitly oriented towards con siderations
of context. The present volume, however,
strives to achieve a more consistently
contextual approach to lan guage. A great
deal of research and theorizing concerning
discourse grammar or textlinguistics has
characterized the past decade of linguistic
studies. This recent work has, of course,
influenced the present volume. In addition,
my personal research in several areas has
led to increased insistence on the
indispensability of discourse studies.
Crucial here was my direction of field
workshops involving personnel of the
Summer Institute of Linguistics, first in
relation to languages of Colombia,
Panama, and Ecuador (1974- 1975), and
later in relation to languages of Mexico
(1978). Of further relevance have been my
own studies of narrative structure in
Biblical Hebrew. Last but not least, is the
stimulus and feedback which I have
received from my graduate students (whose
research is embodied in several theses and
dissertations), especially Keith Beavon,
Shin Ja Joo Huang, Larry Jones, Mildred
Larson, Linda Lloyd, and Mike Walrod.
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The Grammar of Discourse (Topics in Language and Linguistics) Robert E. Longacre (August 13, 1922April 20,
2014) was an American linguist and missionary who worked on the Triqui language and a text-based theory and method
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of discourse analysis. Discourse grammar: Studies in Indigenous Languages of Colombia, Panama, and Ecuador 2.
Dallas: SIL International. 1979. Complex Sentences in Grammar and Discourse: Essays in Honor of - Google
Books Result Linguistics is the scientific study of language, and involves an analysis of language form, Modern
theories that deal with the principles of grammar are largely based . A particular discourse becomes a language variety
when it is used in this .. the study of language was subsumed under the topic of philology, the study of Latin
Linguistics between Grammar and Discourse. Units of Analysis Topics in sociolinguistics, bilingualism, second
language acquisition and community language . Longacre, Robert (1980) The grammar of discourse. New York The
Grammar of Discourse - Springer Download Book (PDF, 35756 KB) Download Chapter (4,177 KB). Chapter. The
Grammar of Discourse. Part of the series Topics in Language and Linguistics pp EML509 Grammar & Linguistics for
Teaching Language (8) : The Grammar of Discourse (Topics in Language and Linguistics) (9780306412738) by
Robert Longacre and a great selection Description Grammar for Discourse - Semantics Archive The Second Edition
of The Grammar of Discourse critically evaluates and updates Robert E. Longacres Topics in Language and Linguistics,
ISSN 0271-1494. Topics in Language and Linguistics - Springer Explore how the English language works and grow
as a researcher on the UCL MA in and phonology, pragmatics and discourse analysis, and corpus linguistics. The
2017/18 programme consists of four main units (Modern English Grammar, English Corpus Linguistics OR English in
Use, Topics in English Linguistics. Imperative Clauses in Generative Grammar: Studies in honour of - Google
Books Result Language in Society 20: 441458. doi:10.1017/S0047404500016572 Lerner, The Grammar of Discourse
[Topics in Language and Linguistics], 2nd edn. Topics at the Grammar-Discourse Interface - Language Science
Press This course aims to develop students awareness of Chinese grammar. . language at various levels: phonology,
syntax, and semantics, and discourse. Topics include theories of second language acquisition and cross-linguistic
influence. Evaluation in Text : Authorial Stance and the Construction of - Google Books Result Topics in
Language and Linguistics was the precursor to The Grammar of Discourse (1983), this revision embodies a third edition
of some of the material that EML509 Grammar & Linguistics for Teaching Language (8) Conversational
structures of Alto Perene (Arawak) of Peru - Google Books Result Georgetown University Round Table on
Languages and Linguistics, 1992. The role of topic and comment in linguistic theory. of knowledge and value in the
grammar of scientific discourse: Charles Darwins The Origin of Species. The Grammar of Discourse Robert E.
Longacre Springer (PDF, 35756 KB). Book. Topics in Language and Linguistics. 1983. The Grammar of Discourse
A Framework for Discourse Analysis Robert E. Longacre. The Grammar of Discourse (Topics in Language and
Linguistics) The tense systems of Nigerian languages and English. Koln: AAP 27, University of Koln. Evans, N. to
appear. Bininj-Gunwok: A pan-dialect grammar ofMayali, Kunwingku, andKune. Conditionals are topics. Linguistic
Circle of Canberra. Robert E. Longacre - Wikipedia Recently completed postgraduate projects in Applied Language
Studies and Linguistics. Hideyuki Sugiura - Positionally-sensitive grammar : reversed polarity questions in Japanese.
Lin Yan - The Effects of task Kishwer Sultana - Hybrid Language and Constructions of Modernity in Pakistani
Advertising Discourse. Monologue Discourse - Springer As described above, linguistic form is highly sensitive to
information status. information structure is either part of the grammar, the topic of this discourse fragment.
Department of Linguistics and Modern Languages The - CUHK Word Order and Syntactic Features in the
Scandinavian Languages. Ph.D. dissertation In: C. Cremers and M. den Dikken (eds) Linguistics in the Netherlands
1996, 97108. In: A. Verhagen and I. van de Weijer (eds) Usage-Based Approaches to Dutch: Lexicon, Grammar,
Discourse, 5996. Topics in imperatives. On Subject and Theme: A discourse functional perspective - Google Books
Result In that The Anatomy of Speech Notions (1976) was the precursor to The Grammar of Discourse (1983), this
revision embodies a third edition of some of the Outline of linguistics - Wikipedia English-language programmes of
study Programmes en francais Programa en espanol English Linguistics: Grammar and Discourse (B-KUL-F0VI4A).
Functional discourse grammar - Wikipedia Her work has appeared in Applied Linguistics, Functions of Language,
functional grammar, discourse semantics, register, genre, multimodality, and critical he has taught courses on these
topics in Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia, and Austria. The Grammar of Discourse - Robert E. Longacre - Google
Books We publish high-quality monographs and edited collections focusing on issues in linguistics that are located at
the interface between discourse structure, English Linguistics: Grammar and Discourse - KU Leuven Buy The
Grammar of Discourse (Topics in Language and Linguistics) by Robert E. Longacre (ISBN: 9780306452352) from
Amazons Book Store. Free UK Recently completed thesis topics - The University of Auckland Functional grammar
(FG) and functional discourse grammar (FDG) are grammar models and theories motivated by functional theories of
grammar. These theories explain how linguistic utterances are shaped, based on the goals and knowledge of natural
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language users. linguistic expression Pragmatic functions (Theme and Tail, Topic and Focus) Topic and comment Wikipedia Grammar & Linguistics for Teaching Language is a foundational subject based in the Participants will
deconstruct learner language using approaches including discourse analysis to describe The subject will cover the
following topics:. For a linguist, the relevance of assuming two separate units of analysis here . Functional Discourse
Grammar (FDG), a functional theory of language I am .. An example is the emphatic fronting of the discourse topic
Sulla in units [4] and. MA in English Linguistics - UCL 5.4 Discourse Topic Structure and Salience . . a language users
linguistic capabilities. plausible interpretation of a discourse, given his linguistic and his Information Structure:
Linguistic, Cognitive, and Processing In linguistics, the topic, or theme, of a sentence is what is being talked about,
and the comment This article is about the sentence-level category topic for the discourse-level These languages are
sometimes referred to as topic-prominent languages. Languages often show different kinds of grammar for sentences
that Suggested Honours topics in Linguistics Linguistics Program The following outline is provided as an overview
of and topical guide to linguistics: Linguistics is the scientific study of natural language. Stylistics study of linguistic
factors that place a discourse in context. rasa hypothesis Chomsky and functionalism Generative grammar leads to
generative phonology and semantics
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